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property during last year’s elections. The
three District and County Court judges who
heard the case in Letterkenny today each

said they would have made the same ruling,
even if they had not been bound by the four-
year rule. There are exceptions to the rule,
meaning the council officers who brought

the case could have asked for a more
favourable outcome, but those lawyers did
not argue the point. The council officers are

alleging that a 16-year-old girl was
murdered by her father in July 2002 and that

her mother is covering up the truth about
the killing. The father, John O’Hara, has

been charged with her murder and is due to
appear at Letterkenny Circuit Criminal Court
next week. The case came about as a result
of garda concerns over an alleged cover-up
by the victim’s family. The council officers

are alleging that in September 2002, O’Hara
paid €80,000 into a personal bank account

for two properties at Glendalough and
Carndonagh, and that the properties were

bought for cash, rather than mortgage, from
a company called Donegal Property

Management. Three weeks before the 2002
local elections, O’Hara was elected to

Donegal County Council. The council officers
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are alleging he committed the crime after
buying the properties and then, on the

morning of the election, not declaring them
to the council at the start of the count. The

councillors have said they simply forgot
about the properties, and were only

reminded that they needed to declare any
cash they used to buy property for election
purposes when the Gardaí contacted them
earlier this month. They claim the €80,000

should have been declared and then
withdrawn from the money available to buy

property by the end of September. The
councillors
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handle such info a lot. I was looking for this
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and best of luck. Wonderful work! This is the
type of information that are meant to be

shared across the web. Shame on the
search engines for no longer positioning this
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magnificent post. Where else may anybody
get that type of info in such a perfect
manner of writing? I've a presentation

subsequent week, and I'm on the look for
such information. I do believe all the ideas
you have presented for your post. They are
really convincing and can definitely work.
Nonetheless, the posts are very quick for

beginners. Could you please lengthen them
a bit from next time? Thank you for the post.

Wow! This could be one particular of the
most helpful blogs We've ever arrive across
on this subject. Actually Excellent. I am also

a specialist in this topic therefore I can
understand your hard work. Thank you for
another magnificent post. The place else

may just anyone get that type of
information in such an ideal manner of

writing? I have a presentation subsequent
week, and I am at the search for such info. I
am actually satisfied to read this. This is the
type of manual that needs to be given and

not the random misinformation that's at the
other blogs. Appreciate your sharing this

best doc. I was just searching for this info for
some time. After 6 hours of continuous

Googleing, at last I got it in your website. I
wonder what is the lack of Google strategy
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that do not rank this kind of informative web
sites in top of the list. Normally the top sites

are full of garbage. Hmm it appears like
your website ate my first comment (it was
super long) so I guess IÂ¡ll just sum it up

what I wrote and say, IÃ¢â�¬â�¢m
thoroughly enjoying your blog. I too am an
aspiring blog writer but I'm still new to the

whole thing. Do you have
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